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Complexity
Schrödinger: life substance is “aperiodic crystal” (modern formulation – Laughlin, 

Pines and others – glass)

Intuitive feeling: crystals are simple, biological structures are complex

Origin and evolution of  life: origin of  complexity? 



Complexity (“patterns”) in inorganic world

Stripe domains in ferromagnetic thin
films

Stripes on a beach in tide zone

Do we understand this? No, or, at least, not completely

Microstructures in metals
and alloys

Pearlitic
structure
in rail steel
(Sci Rep 9,
7454 (2019))



What is complexity?

• Something that we immediately recognize when we 
see it, but very hard to define quantitatively

• S. Lloyd, “Measures of complexity: a non-exhaustive 
list” – 40 different definitions

• Can be roughly divided into two categories:
- computational/descriptive complexities (“ultraviolet”)
- effective/physical complexities (“infrared” or inter-scale)



Computational and descriptive 
complexities

• Prototype – the Kolmogorov complexity:
the length of the shortest description (in a given 

language) of the object of interest
• Examples:
- Number of gates (in a predetermined basis) needed 

to create a given state from a reference one
- Length of an instruction required by file compressing 

program to restore image



Descriptive complexity

• The more random – the more complex:

>

White noise
970 x 485 pixels, gray scale, 253 Kb

Vermeer “View of  Delft”
750 x 624 pixels, colored, 234 Kb



Descriptive complexity II

The longer instruction – the more complex?

Homo sapiens - 3.1 
billion base pairs in 

DNA

Paris japonica - 150 
billion base pairs in 

DNA

≫



Effective complexity

Can we come up with a quantitative measure?..



Not a mere philosophical question…

• What happens at the major 
evolutionary transitions?

• Why are simple neural 
algorithms capable of solving 
complex many-body problems?

• Why do many natural patterns 
appear to be universal?

→



Attempts: Self-Organized Criticality?
Per Bak: Complexity is criticality 

Some complicated (marginally stable) systems
demonstrate self-similarity and “fractal” 

structure
This is intuitively more complex behavior than

just white noise but can we call it 
“complexity”?

But: complexity is hierarchical! 
Our idea is dissimilarity at different 

scales



Multiscale structural complexity

The idea (from holographic complexity and common sense):
Complexity is dissimilarity at various scales

Let be a multidimensional pattern

its coarse-grained version (Kadanoff decimation, 
convolution with Gaussian window functions,…)

Complexity is related to distances between 

PNAS 117, 30241 (2020)



Structural complexity II

Different ways of  coarse-graining: average, “winner takes all” (Kadanoff
decimation), cut-off  in reciprocal space for Fourier image (Wilson RG…)



Art objects (and walls)

C = 0.1076 C = 0.2010 C = 0.2147 C = 0.2765

C = 0.4557 C = 0.4581 C = 0.4975 C = 0.5552



Other objects

C = 0.353 C = 0.152 C = 0.204 C = 0.260

C = 0.167 C = 0.316 C = 0.209

Photos by V. V. 
Mazurenko



Solution of  an ink drop in water
Entropy should grow, but complexity is not! And indeed…



Structural complexity: Ising model
Can be used as a numerical tool to find TC from finite-size

simulations

2D 3D

Different ways of  coarse-graining give different pictures but Tc
is always a cusp



Structural complexity: Magnetic patterns II

Simulations of  magnetic systems



Experimental observation of  self-induced spin 
glass state: elemental Nd 

Spin-polarized STM experiment, Radboud University
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Order from disorder

Glassy state at low T
and long-range order

at T increase

T=5K (a,c): spin glass
T=11K(b,d): (noncollinear) AFM



Order from disorder II

Phase transition at approx. 8K (seen via our complexity
measure)



Certification of quantum states

First make at least two complementary measurements, then analyze
the measurement results (relation to Bohr’s complementarity principle)



Certification of quantum states II
Two-dimensional map can be used to characterize the type of  quantum

states



Certification of quantum states III
One can characterize a type of  quantum states and, again, find

(quantum) critical point

1D chain; quantum critical point at 

Ising in transverse field



Certification of quantum states IV
The way to detect topological phases

Three different phases: trivial (I), topological (II), antiferromagnetic (III)

Phase diagram constructing from
dissimilarity (MSC), from maxima of

its derivatives

Dissimilarities with different basis
show different phase boundaries



Psychology of human visual perception 
We wanted definition of  complexity in agreement with our intuitive

understanding of complexity – did we succeed? 
Multiscale structural dissimilarity in human perception of visual complexity
Anna Kravchenko, Andrey Bagrov, MIK, Veronica Dudarev (in preparation)

To analyze: SAVOIAS: A Diverse, Multi-Category Visual Complexity Dataset
Elham Saraee, Mona Jalal, Margrit Betke; arXiv:1810.01771

https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Saraee,+E
https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Jalal,+M
https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Betke,+M
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.01771


Human visual perception II 

The best correlation is reached when making coarse-graining of  Fourier
images which can be interesting by itself



Human visual perception III 



Human visual perception IV 

What is missing in our definition? Contextual complexity (that is,
cultural references)



Human visual perception V 



Human visual perception VI 

Letters as just images vs letters as symbols 



Other applications –biology

Multilevel structural complexity was used to analyze observed
patterns in prokaryotic genomes vs predictions of  various models

To summarize: computationally simple but useful concept

THANK YOU!
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